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As stem cell biologists, we know well the stem cell’s ability to self-renew and to differentiate. It has been 1 year since Cell Stem Cell
started, and the journal has had a major impact on the field, publishing some of the best work. Indeed, Cell Stem Cell won the Best
New Journal in Science, Technology and Medicine award from the Association of American Publishers in its first year for its inno-
vation. With such a great first year behind it, Cell Stem Cell can move on confidently into its second year, a clear indication that
self-renewal is occurring.
What about differentiation? Those of us who are part of the Publications Committee of the International Society for Stem Cell
Research (ISSCR) are truly amazed by the breadth of articles in the stem cell field. Cell Stem Cell has captured articles describing
different tissues and organs, various model systems, and work on embryonic, germ, and adult stem cell populations. As befits the
rapidly evolving field, techniques are prominent in the journal. Cell Stem Cell should continue to develop and differentiate with the
field, publishing articles from newer fields as they enter into the stem cell arena.
As part of the affiliation between the ISSCR andCell StemCell, a section of ISSCR-communicated articles is included in each issue.
The ISSCR has continued to put in society information and discussions that many investigators find very interesting. At several meet-
ings, I have been approached to say that the readership really enjoys the ISSCR pages. The interaction among investigators is chroni-
cled in this section, and policies and ethical issues can be tackled. This interactive section with the ISSCR stem cell scientists truly
makes Cell Stem Cell unique. We have to thank Heather Rooke for her guidance as the Scientific Editor for the ISSCR section.
Perhaps one of the most rewarding aspects of bringingCell StemCell to the stem cell research community is its excellence. When I
travel around poster sessions at a stem cell meeting, I am constantly confronted by people asking, ‘‘What do you think about my
work? Will it fit in Cell Stem Cell?’’ It is very clear that Cell Stem Cell provides a much-needed forum and has drawn articles that
are of the highest-quality top tier and groundbreaking. That is exactly what the membership of the ISSCR and stem cell field were
hoping for: a journal that would command respect. I see this helping the field move forward in the most rigorous and exciting way.
Returning to self-renewal, the growth of the stem cell field is exponential. We are training more people in our own labs, and it seems
that researchers who have never touched a stem cell now want to apply their system or technology. Reading Cell Stem Cell is a great
mechanism for drawing new investigators into the field.
Lastly, I would like to thank Deborah Sweet, Editor, and her staff. The ability of Cell Stem Cell to work with authors in a very pro-
ductive fashion has allowed the journal to flourish and provide high-quality and high-impact articles. The editors have taken careful
consideration of how to make sure that the stem cell field is presented accurately. In the future, this will allow Cell Stem Cell to tackle
controversial issues in the stem cell field, thereby bringing an important facet to the literature.
My congratulations to Cell Stem Cell on a great first year, and I look forward to the many more to come.
Leonard I. Zon, MD
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